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The Mangina Dialogues is a sweltering combo of hot topics and hot fun hosted by stand-up comedian Nick 

Scopoletti (aka Nick Scopes) and Comedy DJ TheGregalicious.

The show's unique variety of content is 

hilarious and insightful features an 

array of refreshing personalities finding

the humor in real life situations.

Every week, The Mangina Dialogues

bring discussions on comedy, music, 

lifestyles, pro sports- all aspects of pop-

culture.

TheGregalicious explains, “Spinal Top-esque situations aren’t just reserved for bands. We love and 

talking to rock stars, but dealing with ridiculous mishaps goes on in the worlds of comedy, movie making, and 

professional sports too. We like to get inside all those stories for our listeners.”

With their keen eyes for the comedic,

Greg & Nick spend time getting to

know their guests, leading to hilarious,

and also often touching, discussions.



The Hosts

The Gregalicious prides himself on being one of the only people in the 
world who knows how much "stuff" an Oreo actually contains. Bouyant & 
eccentric self-made thousandaire,  this DJ claims to have been raised by 
wolves in the woods of Saddle River, New Jersey and dares anyone to prove 
it isn't true.

Fitness guru and personal trainer turned stand-up comedian, Nick Scopo-
letti is a strong funny man and best bet for mumbling entertainer at birth-
day parties, or emcee for a suburban soft swinger's bash. His high energy 
interactive entertainment is addicting and contagious contagious.

Leadership lessons
from Authorities in
Business, Film,
Sports and Tech.

Tracy Leigh Hazzard

           part of my series of interviews about “How to Become the Center of Influence Through Podcasting”, I had the pleasure of 
           interviewing stand-up comedian Nock Scopoletti and Comedy DJ The Gregalicious host the top-ranked comedy interview 
podcast The Mangina Dialogues. The show’s unique variety of content covering all aspects of pop-culture including comedy, the 
music scene, and professional sports offers hilarious, insightful, and thought-provoking content featuring an array of refreshing 
personalities.

As

https://tinyurl.com/tmdinterview

@nick.scopoletti

@thegregalicious @thegregalicious @thegregalicious

@nickscopes @nickscopes
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Male
Famale

Gender 

29.3%

70.7%

OUR LISTENERS

330+ Ratings
5 STAR
Average

21K VIEWS
1300 Per Episode

Average

MONTHLY
DOWNLOADS

4.6k

TOP GLOBAL MARKETS
United States

Canada
United Kingdom

Australia

Demographics
66% between  18-44 yrs oldAge 

What Our Listeners Are Saying About the Show...

Top pick for Driving Entertainment

This is a great pod hands down. The banter 
between the hosts accommodates the guest in a 
way where you understand the overall message.
Their personalities on these episodes make me Their personalities on these episodes make me 
wonder what all the comics are truly like on 
stage.
yougshoolace via Apple Podcasts.United States 
of America. 08/30/2019

Laugh out loud funny

This show is entertaining, interesting and provides insight into the up and coming comedian. I’ve literally spit out my coffee 
laughing at some of the conversations.
Anthony Bac via Apple Podcasts.United States of America. 08/30/2019

Like hanging with buddies

Solid podcast that feels like hanging with friends who know interesting and funny people. If you’re a fan of comedians, or comedy 
podcasts definitely give this a listen. They have really interesting guests who aren’t your typical A listers, so it’s great to hear new 
stories in the entertainment world!
Shane Magnus via Apple Podcasts.United States of America. 09/24/2019

Couldn’t stop laughing

Seriously, I couldn’t stop laughing. They had to take me to the emergency room. I almost died.
openwheelguy via Apple Podcasts. United States of America. 08/10/2019

Featured Episodes

Ep. 21: Jay Blakesberg
Renowned Rock Photographer

Ep. 28: Greg Ormont
Singer/Guitarist
Pigeons Playing Ping Pong

Ep. 27: AJ & Steph
Reality Personali es
“Married at First Sight”

Ep. 23: Mike Ha on
Award Winning Actor
The Green Mile

Ep. 30: Mike Finoia
Stand-Up Comedian
Host Amingos Podcast
 

Ep. 16: Harley Flanagan
NYC Hardcore Legend/Founder
Cro-Mags

TESTIMONIALS

Greg Ormont
@pigeonsplaying

Jay Blakesberg
@jayblakesberg

20+% Growth Rate



Arkay  Marketing
Lucy Rendler-Kaplan
arkaylucy@gmail.com
847.347.2102


